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Abstract
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have demon-
strated their capability to solve different kind of problems
in a very huge number of applications. However, CNNs
are limited for their computational and storage require-
ments. These limitations make difficult to implement these
kind of neural networks on embedded devices such as mo-
bile phones, smart cameras or advanced driving assistance
systems. In this paper, we present a novel layer named
Hybrid Cosine Based Convolution that replaces standard
convolutional layers using cosine basis to generate filter
weights. The proposed layers provide several advantages:
faster convergence in training, the receptive field can be in-
creased at no cost and substantially reduce the number of
parameters. We evaluate our proposed layers on three com-
petitive classification tasks where our proposed layers can
achieve similar (and in some cases better) performances
than VGG and ResNet architectures.
1. Introduction
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are a category of
neural networks that have achieved an extremely good per-
formance in a multitude of tasks, for example in image clas-
sification [15, 5] and segmentation [11, 19]. CNNs learn
filters that allows the network to capture patterns in a fea-
ture space. During the last few years different alternatives
to CNNs have been investigated such as MobileNets [6] and
Dilated Convolutions [18]. MobileNets use depth-wise and
point-wise convolutions in order to compress neural net-
works and reduce the number of needed calculations. Di-
lated convolutions allows an expansion of the receptive field
without loss of resolution or coverage.
On the other hand, Discrete Cosine Transforms (DCTs)
have been widely used in many image processing appli-
cations such as the JPEG encoding standard in order to
decompose an image into its spatial frequency spectrum.
DCTs have also been applied into deep learning frame-
Figure 1: Pipeline to generate filter weights from the cosine
basis of CBC filters before the convolution operator. A de-
notes the amplitude, wx and wy the frequencies of the hor-
izontal and vertical dimensions and φx, φy the correspond-
ing phases. A single channel is assumed in this example.
works. For example, in [20], DCTs are used for speed up
training of neural networks. Furthermore, Ghosh et al. [3]
demonstrate in their work that applying DCTs on the feature
maps generated by layers of CNNs can result in a speed up
in the converge of the training and, in some cases, an incre-
ment of the accuracy.
In this paper, motivated by the advantages that DCTs
(and frequency analysis in general) have provided on sev-
eral areas such as image processing and deep learning, we
propose a new variant of the standard convolution filter
named Cosine Based Convolution filter or CBC. In this vari-
ant, instead of learning directly filter weights, frequencies of
cosine basis that later will generate convolution weights are
learned. Figure 1 shows a graphical overview of how CBC
filters generate convolutional filter weights. Later on, we
extend this filter to the entire layer using a hybrid approach
where proposed CBC filters are used together with standard
convolutional filters.
The main contributions of this paper are:
• A new variant of the standard convolutional layer, hy-
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brid CBC layer, where filter weights are obtained from
a cosine basis operation.
• Hybrid CBC layers require less parameters as only am-
plitudes, frequencies and phases are needed to repre-
sent filter weights.
• CBC parameters are independent of the convolution
filter size thus receptive fields can be increased without
any increase at no cost.
• As less parameters need to be learned, hybrid CBC lay-
ers provide faster converge on training.
Experimental results show that even though less param-
eters are used, similar (and in some cases better) accuracy
can be obtained from CBC layers in classification tasks with
different datasets.
The paper is organized as follows. We review the related
work in Section 2. In Section 3 the Cosine Based Convolu-
tional filter is described. Following in Section 4 the hybrid
extension is explained. Section 5 describes the studies done
for each variant of our proposed method and their perfor-
mance. In Section 6, the results of our proposal applied to
different kind of datasets and architectures are showed. Fi-
nally conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
2. Related work
During the last years, frequency analysis have been ap-
plied to improve several deep learning architectures. For
example, Jadeberg et al. [7] showed a methodology that re-
duces memory usage and speeds up the inference stage. It
consists of the approximation of the trained rank-N convo-
lutional neural network filters by separable rank-1 filters. In
an extension to this, the standard convolution on the spatial
domain was replaced by multiplications of the transformed
filters in the frequency domain [12].
Hashed Networks exploit inherent redundancy in neu-
ral networks using a low-cost hash function to randomly
group connection weights into hash buckets, in which all
the weights share the same parameter value [2]. An ex-
tension by Chen et al. [1] groups the weights based on their
DCT representation. Another methodology by Han et al. [4]
prunes the network by learning only the important connec-
tions. Then the weights are quantified to enforce weight
sharing. Finally, Huffman encoding is applied.
In a more close relation to the work proposed in this pa-
per, Wang et al. [17] present a method to compress neu-
ral networks in the frequency domain. Using a DCT, filter
weights are clustered. These weights are quantized and en-
coded using Huffman coding. However, this compression is
only applied for storage purposes.
In a similar manner, Uliný et al. [16] present harmonics
blocks that are used to replace standard convolutional lay-
ers. Harmonic blocks consist of a convolution with a filter
bank that isolates the coefficients of the DCT basis func-
tions to their exclusive feature maps, creating a new feature
map per each channel and each frequency defined by hand.
However, the spectral decomposition of this proposal up-
samples the number of intermediate features between layers
thus notably increasing the corresponding memory require-
ments. In our case, DCT frequencies are learned so only the
more relevant decomposition are used in the network.
3. Cosine Based Convolution filter (CBC)
This section describes the proposed CBC filter. This fil-
ter modifies the standard convolution by using cosine basis
to generate filter weights (that will be applied in a convolu-
tion operator). Therefore, CBC filters do not learn directly
filter weights but the frequency parameters (amplitudes, fre-
quencies and phases) that will allow to generate the filter
weights in the spatial domain (the domain where the con-
volution operation works). In this work, the cosine basis
of CBC filters can be interpreted as a frequency decompo-
sition of convolutional filter weights (not input images or
features). The main advantages of the CBC filters are that
frequency parameters represent convolutional filter weights
in a more compressed representation and that they are in-
variant to the window size of the convolution filter.
Figure 1 represents the pipeline to generate convolution
filter weights from the cosine basis defined by the CBC
layer. As it can be seen, the same cosine basis can represent
convolutional filter weights for different filter sizes without
the need of extra parameters.
In order to define CBC filters, we define different op-
tions to generate convolutional filter weights in the spatial
dimensions, (x, y), and in the channel/feature dimension,
c, as frequency harmonics are more common in spatial di-
mensions in natural images. Therefore, we will separate
the cosine basis to represent convolutional filter weights in
the spatial dimension and in the feature dimension. Note
that these spatial and feature dimensions refer to the con-
volutional filter weights and not the image or signal it is
convolved with. This section assumes 2D images and 2D
convolutional operations but higher dimensions can easily
be extrapolated.
3.1. Spatial dimensions
We propose two different cosine basis to generate filter
weights on the spatial dimension of the filter. The first basis,
which we called spatial-product or SP (x, y), is built with
the product of two cosines where each of them represents a
unique frequency, wx and wy , in the vertical and horizontal
dimensions respectively:
SP (x, y) = cos(wx · x+ φx) · cos(wy · y + φy) (1)
(a) spatial-product (SP ) (b) spatial-direction (SD)
Figure 2: Comparison the degrees of freedom between the
spatial-product and the spatial-direction.
where x and y represent the spatial coordinate of convolu-
tional filter weights.
Even though this cosine basis will allow the genera-
tion of a large spectrum of different signals (filters), it
only allows the composition of two unique spatial harmon-
ics and directional filters are not represented. For this
reason we propose and alternative basis, which we called
spatial-direction or SD(x, y), where only one harmonic is
represented but different 2-dimensional directions can be
achieved:
SD(x, y) = cos(wx · x+ wy · y + φ) (2)
Figure 2 represents the different degrees of freedom be-
tween the two cosine basis proposed for the spatial dimen-
sions. It can be seen that spatial-direction is able to generate
filters on different directions using a single harmonic while
spatial-product represents two harmonics in the vertical and
horizontal dimensions.
3.2. Feature dimension
In case of the feature dimension, we also propose two
different alternatives.The first basis, called feature-direct or
FD(c), is built as a cosine with a new frequency wc and
phase φc along the feature dimension of the filter:
FD(c) = A · cos(wc · c+ φc) (3)
where A denotes the amplitude of the cosine basis and
c represents the feature coordinate of convolutional filter
weights.
In order to relax the previous restriction, we introduce
a second alternative, called feature-weight or FW (c), with-
out any cosine basis but directly using a different amplitude
A(c) for each input channel (as opposed to A in Eq. (3) that
uses the same amplitude for all channels):
FW (c) = A(c) (4)
Using feature-direct offers higher compression in the
number of parameters of the CBC layer as only 3 param-
eters (amplitude A, frequency wc and phase φc) can rep-
resent C channels in the feature dimension (in fact, they
are completely independent of the convolutional filter size).
In contrast, it forces an order on the feature dimension and
the optimizer should not only find the best parameters, but
should find the order of the features to obtain the best per-
formance. Using feature-weight, a different weightA(c) for
each feature coordinate (channel) is used and therefore the
number of parameters in not reduced in the feature dimen-
sion but the complexity of the optimizer decreases.
3.3. CBC filter
Finally, both spatial and feature basis can be combined
to create the CBC filter that represent convolutional filter
weights. We combine spatial dimensions using the same
frequency for all input channels:
CBC(x, y, c) = S(x, y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Spatial dimensions
· F (c)︸︷︷︸
Feature dimension
(5)
where S(x, y) represents any of the two spatial do-
main cosine basis, spatial-product (SP (x, y) in Eq. (1)) or
spatial-direction (SD(x, y) in Eq. (2)) and F (c) represents
any of the two feature domain basis, feature-direct (FD(c)
in Eq. (3)) or feature-weight (FW (c) in Eq. (4)). For ex-
ample, using spatial-product for the spatial dimension and
feature-direct for the feature dimension the following co-
sine basis will be used to represent the filter convolutional
weights:
A ·cos(wx ·x+φx) ·cos(wy ·y+φy) ·cos(wc ·c+φc) (6)
In this case, only 7 parameters are needed to rep-
resent the cosine basis: the amplitude A, frequencies
(wx, wy, wc) and phases (φx, φy, φx) while it can represent
up to H×W×C weights of a standard convolution filter
(where H if the kernel height, W the kernel width and C
the number of input channels).
Combining all cosine basis proposed, we obtain up to 4
variations for the CBC filter, depending on the different op-
tions for the spatial and feature dimensions. Table 1 sum-
marizes all possible CBC filter combinations (and their re-
spective equations) together with the number of parameters
needed to represent the convolution filters.
Using the same spatial frequency for all channels pro-
vides the most efficient parameter compression. Using dif-
ferent spatial frequencies for each channel could provide a
higher capability of representation for CBC layers. How-
ever, our initial search showed that using the same spatial
frequencies is enough to capture a similar feature represen-
tation of standard convolutional layers and are the only ones
considered in this paper.
Name Spatial dimensions Feature dimension Parameters Equation
2D conv - - H×W×C Wx,y,c
CBC-SPFD spatial-product feature-direct 1 + 2 + 2 + 2 SP (x, y) · FD(c) = A · cos(wx · x+ φx) · cos(wy · y + φy) · cos(wc · c+ φc)
CBC-SPFW spatial-product feature-weight C + 2 + 2 SP (x, y) · FW (c) = A(c) · cos(wx · x+ φx) · cos(wy · y + φy)
CBC-SDFD spatial-direction feature-direct 1 + 3 + 2 SD(x, y) · FD(c) = A · cos(wx · x+ wy · y + φ) · cos(wc · c+ φc)
CBC-SDFW spatial-direction feature-weight C + 3 SD(x, y) · FW (c) = A(c) · cos(wx · x+ wy · y + φ)
Table 1: CBC filter combinations and the number of parameters needed to represent H×W×C convolutional filter weights.
4. Hybrid CBC Layer
Even though all convolution filters of a CNN layer could
be replaced with CBC filters, we propose an hybrid CBC
layer that combines the best of both worlds: conventional
convolution filters and CBC filters. In this way, the hy-
brid layer can use CBC filters (with less parameters) to effi-
ciently represent harmonics in the input signal while it can
also use conventional convolution filters (with more param-
eters and more degrees of freedom) to represent more com-
plex features of the input signal. Figure 3 shows a represen-
tation of a HCBC layer with M total filters. The parame-
ter α controls the number of CBC filters with respect to the
conventional convolutions. If α is close to 1 then the HCBC
layer will be composed mostly of CBC filters while α close
to 0 will create hybrid CBC layers that behave as standard
convolutional layers. Section 5 will study the effect of using
different α values in HCBC layers.
Figure 3: Representation of a hybrid CBC layer with M to-
tal filters. α controls the number of CBC filters with respect
conventional convolutions.
Note that in the specific case of 1×1 convolution layers,
using a cosine basis in the spatial domain does not provide
any gain as only 1 parameter is used per channel. Therefore,
we set S(x, y) = 1 in Eq. (5) and only the feature dimension
F (c) is used.
5. Ablation studies
In this section we will analyze the different options pro-
posed in this paper that are summarized in Table 1. We will
use two known neural network architectures, VGG [15] and
ResNet [5], where all their convolutional layers are replaced
by hybrid CBC layers with different options.
We have selected VGG16bn and ResNet50 architectures
as the specific architectures for VGG and ResNet for our ex-
periments because: a) they are widely used by industry and
Figure 4: Results for spatial dimension studies using VGG
and ResNet architectures. Best seen in color.
academia, b) they provide a very robust architecture with
very good results in many applications and c) they have a
very different internal architecture.
For the ablation studies, we use the CIFAR10 [8] dataset
and show results for both the proposed hybrid CBC layers
and the network architectures without modification which
we consider baseline. All studies will show the loss curves
for the training and validation sets for 200 epochs (graphs
in the first row of Figures). In order to facilitate the compar-
ison we also show the same loss with respect to the baseline
(graphs in the second row of the Figures). Finally, we also
incorporate a histogram that indicates the number of param-
eters used by each architecture in log scale (bottom row of
Figures).
5.1. Spatial criteria
In this study, we analyze the behaviour of spatial dimen-
sion options, spatial-product and spatial-direction, during
training. In order to focus only in the spatial dimension
options, we fix the feature dimension to feature-weights.
Figure 4 shows the learning curve of the different spatial
options.
Figure 5: Results for feature dimension studies using VGG
and ResNet architectures. Best seen in color.
As it can be seen, in case of VGG, both spatial alterna-
tives offer a similar behaviour. Both achieve similar per-
formance than baseline but with a small penalty in con-
vergence speed in the case of spatial-direction. However,
both achieve a great reduction of network parameters with a
compression factor around 8.85 with respect to the total pa-
rameters of convolutional layers in VGG. As will be stated
in the experimental section, we measure the compression
factor as the ratio between the total number of parameters
in convolutional layers of baseline architectures (VGG or
ResNet) with respect to the total number of parameters in
CBC layers.
In case of ResNet architecture both spatial alternatives
offer a similar performance. Neither spatial-direction or
spatial-product are able to achieve the same performance
than the baseline. Nevertheless it is very close to baseline
with the advantage of the reduction of the number of param-
eters of the network with a compression factor around 1.75
with respect to ResNet.
5.2. Feature criteria
In this study, we analyze the behavior of feature di-
mension options, feature-direct and feature-weight, during
training. For this, we will fix the spatial dimension as
spatial-product. Figure 5 shows the learning curve com-
paring both feature options.
It can be seen that for both architectures option feature-
weight has a much better behavior than feature-direct.
Even though feature-direct has a higher compression ratio
(348.55 for VGG and 158.66 for ResNet), it cannot achieve
a performance similar to baseline. This is due to the fact
that combining channels using a cosine basis does not pro-
vide the flexibility needed by the network to learn the clas-
sification task. However, feature-weight shows a behavior
close to baseline with a compression ratio of 8.85 for VGG
and 1.75 for ResNet.
5.3. Hybrid CBC layer
In this study, we analyze the performance of the hybrid
CBC layer for different α parameters. We will test when
α = 1 (only CBCs filters) and α = 0.5 (half the filters of
the layer will be standard convolutional filters and the other
half CBC filters). For this analysis we have fixed the spa-
tial dimension to spatial-product and compare both feature-
direct and feature-weight options.
Figure 6a shows the behaviour for both α values when
using the feature-weight option for the feature dimension.
Both VGG and ResNet architectures obtain very similar re-
sults for the two values of α. When α = 0.5 the generaliza-
tion of the networks is better than when α = 1. Moreover,
when α = 0.5, the results are very close to baseline. This
experiment results in compression factors of 1.79 and 1.27
for VGG and ResNet respectively.
Figure 6b shows the behaviour for the two values of α
setting feature-direct option for the feature dimension. In
this case we can observe a huge difference when the value
of α changes. The network is not able to reach the perfor-
mance of the baseline when α = 1 for both architectures.
However, when α = 0.5, the network is able to have a simi-
lar performance than the baseline with compression factors
of 1.99 and 1.98 for VGG and ResNet respectively. In this
case, letting half the filters of the layer to remain as standard
convolution filters helps to compensate the lower capacity
of representation of CBC filters with the feature-direct op-
tion.
To summarize, when α = 1, feature-direct is not able to
reach the same performance as baseline. However, if α =
0.5, both feature-direct and feature-weight configurations
achieve similar performance to baseline with the advantage
of the compression ratios mentioned above.
6. Results
This section compares the most representative options
of hybrid CBC layers against VGG and ResNet architec-
tures for different challenging datasets. We have tried to use
datasets with different resolutions and number of classes to
assess the performance of the proposed network. We have
used validation accuracy in a classification tasks to measure
the performance of the different options.
6.1. Datasets
The datasets used in these experiments are:
• CIFAR10 [9] used previously in ablation studies. This
(a) Feature-weight (b) Feature-direct
Figure 6: Results for Hybrid-CBC layers on VGG and ResNet architectures with different α values. Best seen in color.
dataset contains a total of 60000 color images of res-
olution 32×32. It contains 10 classes uniformly dis-
tributed representing different animals and vehicles.
• CIFAR100 [10] contains 60000 color images of res-
olution 32×32. It contains 100 classes uniformly
distributed. This dataset present a more challenging
classification problem than CIFAR10 as it includes a
greater number of classes and a smaller number of
samples per class (600 per class). We have select this
dataset for its complexity in image classification task.
• Monkeys [13] contains approximately 1400 color im-
ages of resolution 400×300. It contains a total of 10
classes representing a fine-grain classification of dif-
ferent monkey species. The dataset is uniform dis-
tributed and corresponds to approximately 140 images
per class. We have selected this dataset to assess the
performance of the hybrid CBC layers on higher res-
olution images and with a lower number of examples
per class.
6.2. Dataset preparation
In the case of the CIFAR10/100 datasets, we have pre-
served the original image size of 32×32 (in the following
section 6.3 the modifications of the network to accept this
resolution will be explained). In the case of Monkeys, input
images of resolution 224×224 are used. We also applied
online data augmentation. In the case of CIFAR10/100 ran-
dom horizontal flips with probability p = 0.5 are used. In
the case of Monkeys, as there are few images per class, we
decided to apply: a) random rotations between 0 and 45 de-
grees, b) random crops of 224×224 and c) horizontal flips
with probability p = 0.5.
6.3. Model Surgery
We have adapted the VGG architecture to work with im-
ages of resolution 32×32 as input for the CIFAR10/100
datasets. In the case of ResNet, changes are not necessary
since a large part of its architecture is composed of convolu-
tional filters and it has an average global pooling at the end
that unifies the size. However, for VGG, we need to replace
the last fully connected layers with a new fully connected
layer of 512 · num_classes weights as it is usually done in
the literature. This change modifies the total number of pa-
rameters of the VGG network. However, we tried to analyze
the behaviour of replacing standard convolutional layers for
hybrid CBC layers. Therefore, we will focus only on the
number of parameters on convolutional layers and not fully
connected layers.
6.4. Training parameters
We have set a batch size of 128 for CIFAR10/100 and
32 for Monkeys. We have used the Adam optimizer with an
initial learning rate of 0.001, β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999. The
selection of this optimizer is to simplify the gradient descent
and let the optimizer choose the most suitable learning rate
during training. The learning window has been set for 200
epochs in CIFAR10/100 and 300 in Monkeys to limit the
time of the experiments. Please note that for this experi-
ments we are not achieving state-of-the-art results for the
classification tasks as we want to compare the behaviour of
the proposed hybrid CBC layers with respect to the original
architectures. All networks are trained from scratch from
initial random parameters.
6.5. Implementation
The implementation of the proposed layers has been car-
ried out using the PyTorch framework [14]. All the exper-
iments have been carried out in GPU together with CUDA
and cudNN to accelerate the learning process.
6.6. Experiments
We compare against untouched VGG and ResNet archi-
tectures (that we consider baselines). For our proposed op-
tions, we have replaced all convolutional layers in VGG and
ResNet for hybrid CBC layers (note that for 1×1 convolu-
tion layers only the feature dimension is replaced in CBC
layers). For simplicity and as the ablation studies suggested,
we fixed spatial-product for the cosine basis on the spatial
dimension and we compare both feature-direct and feature-
weight for the feature dimension. In both cases the hybrid
CBC layers are used with α = 0.5. In order to better evalu-
ate the proposed method we will indicate the following for
all cases:
• Best Acc.: Indicates the best accuracy obtained in the
whole learning window (200 epochs for CIFAR10/100
and 300 epochs for Monkeys) for the validation set.
• Epoch exceeds x% Acc.: Indicates in which epoch the
validation accuracy has been exceeded. This allows us
to see the learning speeds of the different architectures.
• Parameters of conv. layers: Total number of parame-
ters in the convolutional layers.
• Compression factor: Ratio of compression between
the total number of parameters in the convolutional
layers of baseline with respect to the total number of
parameters in hybrid CBC layers.
6.6.1 CIFAR10
Table 2 shows the results obtained for the CIFAR10 dataset.
It can be seen that in both VGG and ResNet architectures,
hybrid CBC layers with feature-weight are able to slightly
exceed the accuracy of the baseline using nearly half of
the convolutional parameters. Additionally, they are able
to reach the proposed accuracy limit in fewer epochs as the
amount of parameters to learn is reduced.
Architecture Best Acc.
Epoch exceeds
75% Acc.
Parameters
of conv. layers
Compression
factor
VGG 88.48 3 14723136 1.00
VGG-CBC-SP FD 88.15 5 7382688 1.99
VGG-CBC-SP FW 88.62 2 8195712 1.79
ResNet 81.59 12 23508032 1.00
ResNet-CBC-SP FD 80.90 16 11828096 1.98
ResNet-CBC-SP FW 81.75 10 18483136 1.27
Table 2: Results for the validation set of CIFAR10 dataset.
In bold the best results for each column option.
6.6.2 CIFAR100
Table 3 shows the results obtained for the CIFAR100
dataset. This dataset presents a higher challenge and valida-
tion accuracy is much lower than with other datasets. In this
case, only in the ResNet architecture, hybrid CBC layers
with feature-weight are able to slightly outperform the base-
line. Hybrid CBC layers on VGG architecture are slightly
below baseline on validation accuracy. As commented pre-
viously, all of the options are able to reach the proposed
accuracy in fewer epochs. Note that as the network archi-
tecture do not change between datasets, compression factors
remain the same through the different experiments.
Architecture Best Acc.
Epoch exceeds
45% Acc.
Parameters
of conv. layers
Compression
factor
VGG 60.95 7 14723136 1.00
VGG-CBC-SP FD 58.95 9 7382688 1.99
VGG-CBC-SP FW 60.78 4 8195712 1.79
ResNet 49.35 17 23508032 1.00
ResNet-CBC-SP FD 48.78 18 11828096 1.98
ResNet-CBC-SP FW 50.79 13 18483136 1.27
Table 3: Results for the validation set of CIFAR100 dataset.
In bold the best results for each column option.
6.6.3 Monkeys
Table 4 shows the results obtained for the Monkeys dataset.
This dataset uses higher resolution images as we wanted
to assess the adaptability of our proposed cosine basis to
higher spatial dimensions in the input images. It can be
seen that in both VGG and ResNet architectures, hybrid
CBC layers with feature-weight are able to improve the ac-
curacy of baselines even though compression ratios of 1.79
and 1.27 are used. Similar to previous experiments, training
convergence also improves with respect to baseline.
Architecture Best Acc.
Epoch exceeds
75% Acc.
Parameters
of conv. layers
Compression
factor
VGG 72.40 − 14723136 1.00
VGG-CBC-SP FD 81.34 234 7382688 1.99
VGG-CBC-SP FW 86.87 96 8195712 1.79
ResNet 89.74 49 23508032 1.00
ResNet-CBC-SP FD 89.55 41 11828096 1.98
ResNet-CBC-SP FW 93.36 24 18483136 1.27
Table 4: Results for the validation set of Monkeys dataset.
In bold the best results for each column option.
7. Conclusions
In this work we have proposed a new set of Convolu-
tional Neural Network compression techniques, called Hy-
brid Cosine Based Convolutional Neural Networks, which
use a cosine basis to represent the weights of the convo-
lutional filters. In our experiments in classification accu-
racy, architectures based on hybrid CBC layers are able to
obtain better performances that VGG and ResNet architec-
tures even though they use less parameters in the convolu-
tional layers. Compression factors between 1.2 and 2 can
be used with similar or even better performances. Hybrid
CBC layers provide faster convergence in training and re-
ceptive fields can be increased at no cost as the number of
parameters does not change. Furthermore, the use of hy-
brid CBC layers is a straightforward replacement of current
convolutional layers and no further adaptation is needed. In
future work, we would like to study the applicability of hy-
brid CBC layers as feature detectors for other tasks, such as
object detection. We will also generalize the cosine basis
used in our method to be able to use different functions as
basis that are adapted to specific scenarios or frameworks.
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